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PREFACE

These volumes are published pursuant to Article 4, §35, of the Constitution of the State of Michigan of 1963 and Act No. 44 of the Public Acts of 1899, as amended, being §24.1 et seq. of the Michigan Compiled Laws, and contain all laws enacted during the 2006 Regular Session of the Michigan Legislature, as well as, if applicable, local acts; veto messages of the Governor; executive reorganization orders; initiative petitions; joint resolutions; constitutional amendments; initiated laws; the certificate of adjournment of the Secretary of State; abstracts of proceedings relative to incorporation and change of boundaries of cities, villages, and townships; the annual report of the State Treasurer; and final apportionment and districting plans.

Editorial features and research aids incorporated in the Public and Local Acts of the Legislature of the State of Michigan include:

- Table of contents.
- Senate or House of Representatives bill number of each Public Act, which appears in parentheses in boldface type immediately below the act number.
- Boldface catchlines preceding each section of an act, indicating major topics covered in the section. Compilation numbers of sections of the Michigan Compiled Laws amended by the Legislature, and compilation numbers assigned to new sections added or to new laws enacted, appear in boldface type at the beginning of the catchlines. None of the matter in boldface is a part of the statutes as enacted by the Legislature.
- Compiler’s notes furnishing information considered helpful to the reader.
- Michigan Compiled Laws Table, covering the 1980-2006 Regular Sessions of the Michigan Legislature.
- Cross-reference tables showing 2006 Public Act numbers to the corresponding Senate and House of Representatives bill numbers and showing Senate and House of Representatives bill numbers to the corresponding 2006 Public Act numbers.
- Comprehensive general index.

The Public and Local Acts of the Legislature of the State of Michigan, published annually, may be used as a supplement to the 1979 edition of the Michigan Compiled Laws by consulting the Michigan Compiled Laws Table located at the back of Volume II. This cumulative table indicates whether sections of law contained in the 1979 edition of the Michigan Compiled Laws have been amended or repealed, and whether sections have been added or new laws enacted since 1979.

Elliott Smith, Director
Legislative Service Bureau
September 2007
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